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History

In 1973, faced by the oil crisis, France accelerated its programme of building NPPs. The
priority objective of this programme has now been achieved: the rate of energy self

. sufficiency of France is close to 50% compared to 24% before 1973. The price of the
electricity seems to be among the most stable and the lowest in Europe.

Characteristics of nuclear energy:

a It offers stable prices, insensitive to the market fluctuations on fuel markets: the
production costs are competitive.

a It is a good choice for the environment: they do not emit harmful gases, such as
CO2.

• It is good for the employment: the nuclear industry directly employs in France
100.000 persons.

In 1998, 57 pressurised water reactors were in operation France of a capacity of 61.500
MW. The decommissioning of NPPS concerns 6 prototypes of the U.N.G.G. abandoned
by the end of 1960s:

a ChinonAl, A2,A3
• Saint Laurent Al, A2 '
a Bugey 1

And 2 other prototypes:

a 1 heavy water reactor BRENNILIS
a 1. pressurised water reactor Chooz A

Super Phenix, a quick neutron reactor in Creys Malville was stopped in 1998 by
governmental decision.
At the same time of the massive creation of plants, great radioactive waste recycling
plants were set up in the Hague (COGEMA). A Law of December 30, 1991 establishes
the set up of deeper level stockpiling centres in France.

In order to achieve the population's acceptance of nuclear energy, successive
governments have built in three main elements:

a The tax provisions (Law on Professional Tax)
a Land planning
a Employment based measures

a) Tax provisions. What is the interest of municipalities in having a NPP? There is
financial interest related to taxes. Who receives these taxes in France? The city
councils, the districts, the unions, the departments, the region, chambers of
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commerce and others. Bach community in France decides on the rate of tax by a free
vote. Only the actual municipality in which the NPP is built receives a small part of
the taxes.

b) t and planning. In France, after the 1975 CARRE report, DATAR (Delegation of
Land Planning) introduced a procedure, which is based in the following principle: If
a tender (B.D.F. for example), in order to develop a project needs more than 1.200
workers in a rural area, the following great project procedure is triggered by
DATAR: a programme is implemented, which includes the construction of schools,
streets, housing, sport and socio-cultural premises, fire protection... This programme
is adopted by an "Intennmisteria! Committee (C.FA.T.) and the municipalities are
responsible for its implementation. The different communities should implement the
works established by C.I.A.T.

In relation to the financial provisions for the stockpiling, the state wants to give to
the Committees a direct annual independent slate financial aid of 60.000.000 Francs,
covering a whole department or employment area, for an economic development
project.

c) Employment based measures.
Alter the construction of a NPP, a great number of the workers of this rural area
(2000-2500) are unemployed. The region becomes a disaster area. DATAR has
developed the post site measures to tight unemployment. E.D.F. must finance the
creation of new jobs by paying a contribution until the economic area has been
developed again.

The conclusion is that the government legislates but does not finance the economic
development and the private sector (E.D.F., COGBMA and others) has to pay for
the damage. The price of the kVV does not provide for the future cost of the
economic breakdown and the environmental reconstruction. One of the missions of
the GMF could be to demand the governments at a European level to include these
costs in the energy price.

Obligations imposed to the communities in France;

G Security. H is under the responsibility of the prefect, who set up emergency plans.
Around the NPFs, die communities have to implement these plans,

a information.. A Circular of 1.981 forced the genera! councils to provide information
about the NPPs and local commissions have been created representing the main
agents of the economic life. Twice a year an information document is circulated to
all inhabitants of the area.

o. Health. The Health Minister announced on April 11. 1996 the principle of
distribution of iodine tablets to all inhabitants living in an area within an area of 5
km around the NPPs.

a Safety. The safety of NPPs is of course an exclusive competence of the state.

Some of the problems to which the municipalities with NPPs are confronted:

o Acceptance of nuclear energy by inhabitants
G Changes in the local life



• Pressure of ecological political groups, which not belong to the involved region
a Search of the duration of the financial resources
a Security problems
• Health problems
Q Protection and possible evacuation problem of populations
Q Preparation of crisis management
a Unemployment after the construction of the plant
Q Economic life after the exploitation
• Closure due to a political decision
a Research of real scientific information
p Excellence demand to the operator
a Acceptance of the nuclear activity in a certain cycle
• Permanent control of legislator

Our respective associations have been created to resolve these problems. In most of the
cases, the political promises have not been kept. We should work to avoid situations
such as the ones arisen in Super Phenix (Cerys Melville) and Brennillis.
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